OkMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Concert Db

Concert Bb Chromatic

Set 2

Concert D

Concert Gb

Concert Bb Chromatic
Piccolo
Set 3

Concert G

Concert B

Concert Bb Chromatic

Set 4

Concert C

Concert E

Concert Bb Chromatic
OMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Concert Db

Concert C Chromatic

Set 2

Concert D

Concert Gb

Concert C Chromatic
Bassoon

OkMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Set 2

Concert D

Concert F Chromatic

Concert Gb

Concert F Chromatic
Clarinet in B\textsubscript{b} &

OkMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Set 2

Concert D

Concert Gb
Clarinet in Bb

Set 3

Concert G

Concert Cb

Concert Eb Chromatic

Set 4

Concert C

Concert E

Concert Eb Chromatic
Contrabass Clarinet in B♭

Set 3

Concert G

Concert Cb

Concert Eb Chromatic

Set 4

Concert C

Concert E

Concert Eb Chromatic
Baritone Saxophone

OkMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Concert Db

Concert Eb Chromatic

Set 2

Concert D

Concert Gb

Concert Eb Chromatic
Concert G

Concert B

Concert Bb Chromatic

Concert C

Concert E

Concert Bb Chromatic

Set 3

Trombone

Set 4
OkMEA Scale Sets

Set 1

Concert A

Concert Db

Concert Bb Chromatic

Set 2

Concert D

Concert Gb

Concert Bb Chromatic
Set 3

Concert G

Concert B

Concert Bb Chromatic

Set 4

Concert C

Concert E

Concert Bb Chromatic